Feminine Mastery is the path to ignite your desire, manifest your dreams and live your true calling.

Feminine Mastery offers you a multitude of gifts including igniting your desire and giving you access to your true feminine power. Once you activate the power and potential within you, everything begins to flow and flourish from love, abundance prosperity and everything you need to support you living your dreams. Feminine Mastery can also guide you to live your legacy and fulfill your destiny. This is a new and exciting path for women delivering miracles along the way as you receive more love, passion and success than ever before but without stress, struggle and overwhelm.

VIDEO 1: ACTIVATE YOUR FEMININE GENIUS

Your Feminine Genius is the source of desire, essence and power within you but it needs to be activated. There are blocks and diversions that keep you on the surface rather than accessing the deeper source of love, abundance and prosperity within you. Activate your Feminine Genius now!

Answer the following questions:
1. List your top 3 limiting beliefs or blocks as they relate to the following entrapments in the illusion:
   a. I’m not good enough
   b. I’m unworthy
   c. I’m unlovable
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2. Now shift out of the illusion into your heart and truth. Write 3 “I am” statements as they relate to each of the following:

a. Your gifts and natural talents
   I am…
   I am…
   I am…

b. Your deserving of money, abundance and prosperity
   I am…
   I am…
   I am…

c. Your deserving of love, relationship and clients or followers
   I am…
   I am…
   I am…

3. Where do you feel desire in your body? Find it, put your hands on it and drop into it as if it’s alive – because it is!

4. Now feel into and listen to your desire and capture at least 3 desires here:
VIDEO 2: ACTIVATE YOUR FEMININE POWER CENTERS

Your true power doesn’t come from doing, it comes from your being which includes your ego, mind, body, spirit and heart. Activation of these power centers through the Feminine Mastery Archetypes is essential to accessing your manifesting powers, natural gifts and divine guidance.

To enhance your results, bring a challenge or desire into the Activation process as you watch Video 2. Or take notes during or after.

The Chameleon – The Ego
Helps you to break free from fear and empowers you to take courageous, bold action.

Notes/Reflection:

The Butterfly – The Body
Activates your feminine power and your essence of attraction by connecting your being with your body for maximum magnetism, health and vitality.

Notes/Reflection:
The Hummingbird – The Heart
Guides you to embrace your emotions, heal all wounds, step out of your shadow, discover your true desires and speak and live your truth.

Notes/Reflection:

The Honeybee – The Mind
Increases your vibration, activates your connection with source, aligns you with a wealth and money mindset and opens your channels for manifesting miracles.

Notes/Reflection:

The Dragonfly – The Spirit
Awakens your divine talents, calling and gives you access to your soul guidance setting you on your most authentic path to success.

Notes/Reflection:
VIDEO 3: MANIFEST YOUR DREAMS AND LIVE YOUR LEGACY

From the connection with your Feminine Genius and your Feminine Mastery Archetypes, begin to create the energetic blue print for manifesting your dreams and living your legacy.

Step 1: Capture the Essence and Energy of at least 3 Desires by Archetype

**Chameleon (Ego) – Your Desires for Success, Accomplishment and Financial Freedom**

My desires are to:

**Butterfly (Body) – Your Desires for Passion, Pleasure, Presence (Physical and Energetic) and Personal Freedom of Expression**

My desires are to:
Hummingbird (Heart) – Your Desires for Love, Relationship, Life Adventure and Serving Humanity

My desires are to:

Your Honeybee (Mind) – Your Desire for Manifesting Abundance, Creating Your Life or Business and Building or Connecting with Community

My desires are to:

Your Dragonfly (Spirit) – Your Desire for Guidance to Your Spiritual Path, Purpose and True Calling

My desires are to:
Step 2: Create an “I am” Vision capturing the energy and essence of your desires fulfilled NOW! Make sure to capture each desire above and also let yourself free flow. Also make sure that you feel and experience yourself living with your desires manifested in your life now.

I am...
Step 3: Now see yourself fully actualized with your dreams manifested and capture the energy and essence of you living your true calling by offering your natural gifts and talents. See yourself expanded with those meant to receive your gifts flourishing in their lives. Feel this exchange of offering and receiving. What are you offering and what are you receiving? What is the transformation you are delivering and what is the ripple of change you are making in the world? Capture this experience of living your legacy in an “I am” Vision.

I am...

Remember to schedule your Discovery Session with Cyndie to complete your Activation Process and ensure you follow the Feminine Mastery path to live your dreams and your legacy.